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'Fifty years', says Henry Cotton, 'is not perhaps
considered a great age, but 1 think that 1 have
accumulated in that time some information
which 1 can pass on to interest and entertain
golfers everywhere.'
Golfers indeed cannot fail to be interested in
and entertained by what Henry Cotton has to
say. For here, all golfers will agree, is the
greatest golf book ever. Henry Cotton began to
study the game as a boy and has gone on doing
so ever since, more thoroughly and painstakingly than any other golfer. And this book
contains the essence of his unique golfing
experience.
It follows no particular pattern. As Henry
Cotton says, 'I have not tried to set out any
ordered sequence of chapters, such as driver to
putter, which I have previously done in other
books, but to flit about among my photographs
and memories for ideas.' His book, therefore,
consists of reminiscences of people and places
in many countries; instruction for young,
middle-aged and old, for men and women, by
one whose methods have stood the test of time;
expert analysis of the styles of other golfing
masters, past and present, of this country and
America.

'I have pleasure in nominating
it for the
golfer as the Present of the Year.'
Henry Longhurst

42s. net

I get on to controversial topics in my
regular articles, correspondence
pours in
from readers, who obviously enjoy the theory of
the game and going that little bit farther on. I
wrote in one article that an active golf federation,
the committee of which is well known to me,
approached me to find out if I had any opinions
on the teaching methods of their professionals
and the ever increasing number of bad backs
occurring among golfers. Could they be related?
This is a dangerous subject to get on to, but I
felt that, provided it was considered objectively, I
would say my piece, for while I had no wish to
criticize colleagues, whose many brilliant pupils
testified to their successful teaching, I had an
opinion on this point.
For I had noticed for some years - since the
war really, and the era of that flood of American
golf instruction books from their top stars - that
many pros. and amateurs had been teaching and
preaching and demonstrating
the gospel of the
shut club-face, left forearm in line with the left
wrist. I have stressed in my lecturing at golf clubs
all over the country that the shut-face method is a
strong young man's method; it will not always
work or suit everyone, and it is the sort of method
that is hard to build up.
I was asked repeatedly to give more details of
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my method than I had given in my earlier golf
book This Game of Golf, so that brought me to
write My Swing, not with the idea of offering it as
everyone's ideal way to play golf, but as suggesting
an easier all-round, 'wristy' way of hitting the ball
where the minimum of strain went on to the spine
itself.
There is nothing perhaps new in anybody's
method when one comes down to it, but as the
post-war trend had been to offer books by great
champions on how to play golf, and there was a
common theme in all of them which showed the
body doing tremendous winding and unwinding, I
began to be anxious as friends of mine joined the
'slipped disc' brigade and some even got themselves a plaster chassis.
Funnily enough, few victims admit it came from
that, but some have confessed and others have
given it away following some sly questioning. No
one who studies the game will be ignorant enough
to say there is only one way to play golf, but it is
possible to select for trial a method which can
lead to trouble without realizing it.
Every good point in a golf swing can be exaggerated, and one finds that beginners especially
are inclined to exaggerate a tip that they have
found useful. They need continually bending the
other way to strike a mean. It is from the natural

tendency to exaggerate any successful tip or movement that comes the bad back, for most people do
not have a wholly flexible spine and it gets sort of
set, in sections, and bends and twists readily only
at certain vertebrae, low down the back, so that
all the strain - and it is considerable - comes on
this limited section.
Why should I tell you to play only when your
spine is in condition to twist easily and freely?
This will take weeks of regular exercises, and you
are playing golf for fun, after all. No; it is simpler
to play with the accent on the bits of body you use
all the time - the hands, arms, and wrists - and
if they are limited in their ability, then all sorts of
extra body twisting will only add a small percentage of speed to the clubhead, but a lot of danger.
You must pivot, of course; this does not hurt, if
not forced; you must lead with your hips coming
down - everyone does this - but you must not
expect a whipping action by your spine to supplement your wrist speeding-up, without risk. This is
what it comes to, for the shut-face player counts
on the body action to hold open the face of the
club as impact approaches, and as his wrists are
not pronating to the full to increase the snap of the
clubhead, he expects the body to add to the pushthrough of the clubhead as well.

On reading what I have written several times, it
occurs to me that some readers may be confused
about the expressions 'shut' and 'open' face. I do
not use the expression 'shut face' in a derogatory
sense and therefore do not seek to alleviate the
imaginary stigma it implies by switching to the
expression 'square face', as I have seen recommended, but a shut face, fully shut, is where the
club-face faces the sky at the top of its backward
path.
I do not like it because I have seen where it
finally leads players, as the years go by - to be
smotherers of the ball. All good senior players
to-day use their wrists to play golf, and play from
open to shut. This is evidence in itself.
Players with very young, strong, supple bodies
can do well by using much body-work and minimum wrist action to get control, but less flexible
players and older ones are advised to play with as
much wrist whip as possible.

Once you cut out wrist-rolling you cannot close
the face to bring it square to the ball; it must be
held closed throughout.
There are intermediate
stages, admittedly, and these are always the ones
to study. The extremes do not really ever payoff so
well in golf.
I enjoy teaching spells abroad because pupils
arrive from all parts, many fully convinced before
they arrive that I teach a one-track method and
are often already poisoned against my 'method',
and so are surprised to find that golf, as I see it,
has the accent on swing, rhythm, relaxation, and
this only comes from training of the arms, hands
and wrists.
Tension is everybody's undoing. When I see
what has happened to many trussed-up golfers, I
am happy to feel I can help them, to see the golf
swing in its real light.
P.S. I am not wrong, you know!
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you come to analyse your golf, one of
the things to avoid is overstressing any
factor, good or bad. I know because I blame most
of those short shots which go left of the target to
staying down too long or to what I call hanging
on to the ball and pulling it off the line.
Now Harold Callaway, professional at Pinehurst, North Carolina, where he is one of the
game's most successful and hard-working teachers
- he is out with pupils all day long on Maniac
Hill, the name of the hill-top practice ground
there listed some common faults he had
noticed.
Callaway begins by noting this staying down too
long of mine, which is, of course, the direct opposite oflooking up too soon. So, as both are wrong,
clearly there is a happy medium in this section of
the swing. As an additional fault, apart from this
dragging the ball off the line, comes hitting behind
the ball and blocking the follow-through.
Too much inside-out stops the hips turning
correctly and can cause either a hook or a slice.
Left arm too stiff brings tension into the swing,
and I think does not help rhythm or clubhead
speed.
A too-tight grip with the left hand, especially
if three or four knuckles are showing at address,
tends to stiffen the whole hand action, and so the
right hand can never deliver the hit in time.
Back swing too stiff is more common in America
because there many of the so-called modern
school believe that wrist action as we know it where the wrists open and close the club-faceis out of date. They are very wrong.
Many practise like wooden dolls with braced
arms and dead hands. My regular comment on
this is that it is a strong young man's method,
and few humans can get enough speed into the
clubhead at impact without using all the power
available, and that means letting the wrists work
naturally.
Finally, by having too wide an arc, Callaway
claims that the correct inside back swing is impaired and causes too much sway - and he is
right here.
Pupils whose long game is successful often fail
in their short game, however, because they accentuate getting a wide back swing. They keep the arc
too wide, when an earlier cocking of the wrists is
called for, especially in approach shots.
Thus this balancing up of things so as not to
exaggerate anyone point is really the whole golfing problem. Often comments by a golfer, devotHEN

You do not have to push at every ball- you can play
many pitch shots the easy way. Here I am playing
a half No.9 iron shot with the minimum of strain
and effort. The blurred ball can be seen.
The action of the left hand, which I always seem
to have used, was seen in a similar shot on the front
page of'Golf Illustrated' away back in 1931. This is
not scooping the shot, for the ball is hit down and
through, but with the minimum of divot taking. The
left wrist hinges, keeping the blade square.
ing his time to teaching golf, mean more than
'How I do it' by a top-grade tournament player,
who never gets on to the practice tee, except to hit
balls himself.
Swing the clubhead as freely and as fast as possible, delivering the club face square to the line of
proposed travel at impact - that is generally all
anyone needs to do when driving. And luckily
there are many ways of doing it successfully.
Do not hesitate to play the easiest way. It is
more likely to be right than any other. So many
modern golfers seek to complicate their swings,
but the old champions who remained fine strikers
of the ball all their lives played the easy way.
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all know the old golf axioms about
'hitting past the chin' and 'letting the c1ubhead do the work'. Both are golden rules, but
many people have never seen a picture showing
exactly how the left hand looks when these axioms
have been translated into action.
In the particular stroke shown above, a pitch
with a No.7 iron, I have played well under my
head. I have allowed my right knee to ease as the
left arm follows on and have let the left wrist
hinge to ensure the c1ubhead can continue on its
way.
Many golfers hesitate to take the strain of the
shot on the back of the left hand, with the left arm
held straight. But there is no danger in trying to
hold the arm straight, if the grip used is of the
'two-knuckle' variety (which I employ), because
if the arm is not strong enough to stay straight,
the elbow-bend acts as a safety valve.
One sometimes hears of golfers suffering from
'tennis elbow'. This is often the painful consequence of using a three- or four-knuckle grip and
then trying to whi p the ball. The elbow joint locked
OU
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by the grip of the hand receives a jar if any resistance is offered by the left arm and hand.
The only grip with which a maximum whip
through with the hands can be employed is the
'two-knuckle' type. As can be seen here, my left
wrist and arm have played their role exactly in
helping the right hand to thrash the ball as the face
of the club is brought up square at impact with
the left hand.
The point where the actual hingeing of the
wrist takes place will decide the flight of the ball.
An early hingeing will give a high floating shot, a
late hingeing will produce a low flying wedgetype flight - the old push shot, in fact. There is
one essential - your left arm must be strong
and educated.
This is where you can get the full value of a
strong left arm. My left wrist position here is
ideal. I hope you can all do it.

is the title of a golf book by a West
Country doctor, Dr H. A. Murray.
Golf books and articles are poured out by the
thousand, it seems, for there is no other sport in
the world which is submitted to such an annual
barrage of words the year round, the world over.
Dr Murray has done what so many other instructional writers on golf do: he has selected one
section of the golf swing and developed his theme
to the point of 'proving it a secret'. There is a lot
of sound sense in this book, and it is a great credit
to the writer. Winding up his work, the Doctor
says: 'Apart from maintaining a firm grip, there
are only four anatomical parts with which we are
consciously concerned in executing the golf swing.
They are the upper part of the spine, the left
shoulder and the left and right upper arms. The
first is used in preparation for the swing, the third
and fourth can be left to themselves; the second is
indispensable. Therefore, the LEFT SHOULDER
is
our sheet-anchor.'
I still have to be convinced that golf, for the
world in general, means using more body than I
teach, for I give the body only 15 % of the effort
to get speed, the arms, hands and wrists 85 %.
(Seymour Dunn, a great teacher and student, gave
the same percentages).
When one teaches golf to dozens of different
people of all ages, shapes and sizes, it becomes
increasingly clear that each one is an individual
case. There are fundamentals, maybe, that one can
follow, but it is always a question of using one's
experience of trial and error methods to save the
pupil from wasting his or her time, attempting to
do the impossible. And yet at the outset every
pupil imagines he or she will develop that perfect
'pro. swing'.
Just as further evidence of the need to be original
when teaching - a very broad-shouldered person,
who cannot get his elbows anywhere near touching when his arms are extended before him, cannot possibly hit the ball with that ideal sort of
flapping action of the right hand, because his right
hand will lie too much under the shaft at the
address, so he will need to use a pushing action, or
even a 'hand slide' by the club shaft to get his best
results.
I am often amused by golfers who are afraid
to go to a certain professional because they feel
they cannot 'do' his method. They might as well
say: 'We have not your power or flexibility,
therefore we could not adopt your method.'
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This would imply that the pro. only gets pupils
to teach who can or do use his method. How
wrong! I do think that a stiff-armed, body emphasized swing is no good for the average golfer,
who is a person past the dashing activity of youth;
it is, in fact, a spine-twisting menace. A pivot is
essential - it goes along with the swing - but I
hesitate to make my pupils do a pivot forcibly
or to insist on the body winding and unwinding
any more than will happen with the steady to-andfro swinging of a heavy club.
The instructor who has long experience usually
tries out his stock phrases and methods on every
beginner, and is then prepared to adjust, because
every person requires a different approach. To
perhaps three people in six, a simple sort of accepted explanation fails to ring the bell; another
phrase, maybe, has to be tried to put over the
idea - perhaps several attempts are needed.
Because of this, I always view with suspicion a
method which says 'this is it'. Do you remember
the much vaunted 'scissor' action - the crossing
over of the wrists? The secret of the game, it was
said to be. It is forgotten to-day, considered almost
as out-of-date as the hickory shaft, yet it could be
the right medicine for some players to-day who are
afraid to let the wrists go free.
Treat your left shoulder as a key pivot of the
swing. It points to the ball 'going up', and then it
revolves around and under the head till it is pulled
behind the head as the swing proceeds, the right
shoulder taking its place momentarily; but would
it count for you as 'the secret'?
It could possibly be the very thing you need to
accentuate, but, like other tips, it can be overdone
and so exceed its real role. There are several types
of golf swing and, I am sure, they will one day be
set out in the form of a chart. Swing one - this
will be a certain grip, and certain body and foot
actions to go with it; variations for certain builds
and degrees of flexibility. So a player could
find his swing and then add all the bits that fit
together for him as parts for his own jigsaw
puzzle. That will be the day! Swing two - this
will be a different grip and its accompanying
variations of body and foot action, but it will then
be understood that parts of swing one and swing
two are not interchangeable. So many mistakes
are made by keen golfers in copying swings or bits
of swings and adding them to their own actions,
which they just won't fit.

I still have to be convinced
world in general, means using
teach, for I give the body only
to get speed, the arms, hands
(Seymour Dunn, a great teacher
the same percentages).

that golf, for the
more body than I
15 % of the effort
and wrists 85 %.
and student, gave

LEFT: A close-up view of the Open Championship
Trophy. It is in the shape of a silver jug. All the
names of the early winners from 1872 onwards are
on the Cup; later winners have their names engraved
on the plinth. When I won 'The Cup' in 1934, my
w!fe got Cartier's to make me a replica, one-quarter
size, which has every name on it -- legible, too just as on the real thing. It is a nice souvenir and
golfers visiting my home like to see it. Two of the
champion's gold medals are made into a bracelet,
which 'Toots' wears, and the third into a brooch.
Better than leaving them lying in drawers somewhere! The actual Open Championship title dates
from 1860 - a Belt being given at first to the
winners.

Firmly grasping the beautifully proportioned Open Championship Trophy - perhaps the
most elegant Golf trophy in the world -for the third
time and saying 'Thank you' to the many golfers
who had cheered me on. At the same time shaking
hands with Fred Daly, who was winner in 1947 and
runner-up to me on this occasion. Muirfield, 1948.

BELOW:

than his hands. I repeat thi~
statement often, because to me just to hear a
golf ball go off the club tells me if the club has
been held firmly or not. It is either 'a sweet note
of music' or a false one. Yet we have thousands
upon thousands of golfers looking for something
else wrong in their swing when they mishit the
ball. They do not want to know about the hands.
Of course, even if the club is held correctly and
firmly, it is possible to mishit the ball and misdirect it, too; but at least the golfer has a chance
to build up a sound and consistent gamewith bad, weak hands, there is no hope.

NO GOLFER IS BETTER

